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You believe in the product as a determining factor of mastery.  Technique and skill are of the utmost importance in 
the final outcome of the student’s ability to master the art.  You believe students should trust the process and employ 
their knowledge of technique and skill to ensure the best possible outcome.  You believe that the process is 
important but the true story is told by the end result and the student’s ability to convey this narrative through the final 
product.  Although multiple interpretations can be made, the students voice can be found in the mastery of skill and 
technique presented in the product.  Beauty and aesthetic has been set at a standard and students strive to reach 
that expectation.  You believe there are specific steps to take when resolving a problem, and want students to stop 
and redo if the product is not going to be of the best quality.  As student’s work through their artistic lenses you 
expect that they will rationalize the product as a means of communicating their story.  It is ok for students to wait until 
they are done to seek feedback or self assess the product.  You expect students to know and be able to complete 
the appropriate steps, techniques, and skills to prove mastery at the art.  The purpose of arts education is to develop 
skill and technique through a socially approved aesthetic medium. 
 
Objectives 
When creating your objectives, use this checklist to ensure you are remaining true to the Education of Artistry 
philosophy. 
Do the objectives expect students to: ✓ 
Limit individual, creative choices in order to ensure expected product  
Demonstrate their understanding through standards-based artistic choice  
Develop artistically within a predetermined timeframe  
 
Lesson Development 
When developing your lesson, use this checklist to ensure you are remaining true to the Education of Artistry 
philosophy. 
Does the Lesson Development expect students to: ✓ 
Know the process, specifications, and expectations for the product  
Know the expected product and work toward that intended outcome.   
Develop their artistic voice through the product   
Employ identified and expected solutions when encountering problems  
Engage in self assessment and feedback at the culmination of the product  
Use the steps and techniques taught without deviation   
Revise within the intended timeframe in order to complete the task  
Make decisions from a predetermined list   
 
Product/Outcome 
When assessing the outcome, use this checklist to ensure you are remaining true to the Education of Artistry 
philosophy. 
Does the product/outcome expect students to: ✓ 
Embody positive habits regarding the final outcome  
Recognize that their outcome will prove mastery  
Tell their story through the end product regardless of the journey  
Define beauty and aesthetics based on a preset definition  
Continue artistic application until intended outcome is reached  
Justify their artistic ability based on the outcome  
Use techniques and skills exactly as presented without deviation  
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